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NEW BOOK BY STRI AUTHOHfl 

The first copy of The Behavior and 
Natural History of the Caribbean 
Reef Squid, Sepioteuthis sepioidea , 
by MARTIN MOYNIHAN and ARCADIO F. 
lWDANICHE was received this week. 
The book, which is part of the 
series ADVANCES IN ETHOLOGY published 
by Verlag Paul Parey, is the result 
of many years of field work 
by the authors, and is beautifully 
illustrated, 

~EHINAH NEWS 

The Luncheon Seminar on Tuesday, 
August lOth will be given by Dr. 
Jerome Wodinsky, Brandeis University, 
who will speak on: 

Reproduction in Octopus 

This seminar will be in the Ancon 
Conference Room. 

On Thursday, August 12, the noon 
seminar at Naos will be given by 
Steve Garrity, Smithsonian Predoctora 
Fellow, who will speak on: 

'Gimme' shelter---Adaptations 
of gastropods and physical 
stress on the rocky Pacific 
coast of Panama 

DEPARTURES 

Leaving, DR. DAVE ROUBIK to attend 
the 9th International Congress of 
the International Union of Social 
Jnsects in Boulder, Colorado. DR. 
YAHY JANE I'/EST-EBERHARD, who has 
been at STRI for the past week, will 
also be leaving to attend the same 
meet ing,. and also give a paper. 

AUr.UST 10 - Leaving, DR. NEAL SHITH, 
for Sarasota, Florida to 
attend the Insect Behavioral 
Ecology Symposium . He is 
expected back in one week. 

Leaving, DR. HENK WOLDA, 
on vacation, to the U.fl. 
to 'meet' his new grandchild. 

LIBB.ARY NEWS 

Copies of the Library's tist of 
Serial Publications have been 
distributed for use at BCI, Galeta, 
Naos and Tivoli. After revision 
and correction, the Library plans 
to distribute this publication more 
liberally so that each scientist 
may have a copy. 

P.S. Congratulations to Angel Aguirre 
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who compiled the 58-page list and 
to Dr. Carol Jopling who edited 
the Serial Publications List which 
will greatly aid library users. 

255 visitor signatures were logged 
for the month of July---an increase 
of 60 over the previous two months. 

SAD NOTE 

We extend our condolences to 
Pedro Gonzalez for the recent loss 
of his wife. 

REMINDER 

There will be no staff meeting this 
month, since most of the staff 
members wtl1 be on leave or attending 
scientific meetings . 

OTHER BITS OF NEWS 

-The first roof thrust of the new 
Library building is in place ---for 
those of us that are not too 
architecturally in fo rmed, this means 
that the beams for the library roof 
have been placed. 


